
Labeling Scenario's
You want CGA to create labels using one of the designs from the label catalog and
print your label(s) and affix them every time you order

NOTE*
If you are not sure what products you want to sell look at the retail section of our store
and look at the Products catalog for a list of products and the sizes of each that we offer.

1- Look at the label catalog, pick a label you like.

2- You want CGA to customize a label from the label catalog.
Go to the label category of our shopping cart and select a label package. (Make note of the invoice number)
If you have selected x number of other products from CGA that you would like to private label and you
are using that one label design for all your private label products, then buy x number of child labels
at $20 each.

Fill out the label creation form for your first label (the parent), then repeat that for every child label.
If you paid for 10 child labels, fill and complete the form 10 times, once for each label you purchased.
Note* Each time you choose a different label design, the first label is $45, each additional label
with that design in any size is $20

Once you picked the label from the label catalog, purchased the amount of labels you want customized.
Now complete the Label Creation Order From for each, you will receive proofs via email for your labels.
You will need to return the proof email stating any problems or your approval.

1- have a graphic artist create labels for you, upload the finished labels to your private media area.
Make sure they are numbered according to CGA stipulation.
When you place an order CGA will get that label # and print it.
NOTE* Make sure the size is not the MAX size. See bottle catalog for sizes if CGA prints on demand.

You want to create your own labels! Send your digital copies to CGA & CGA will
print your label(s) and affix them every time you order

You want to create your own labels and send printed peel and stick labels to CGA for
CGA to affix your printed labels every time you order

1- Follow the label and bottle catalog for size (MAX size is okay).
Page 5 label catalog discusses terms.
Complete this label storage order form

https://ClearguardArmor.com/Backend-Products-Catalog.pdf
https://clearguardarmor.com/store/product-category/label-design/
https://clearguardarmor.com/store/label-creation-order-from/
https://clearguardarmor.com/store/label-creation-order-from/
https://clearguardarmor.com/store/label-creation-order-from/
https://clearguardarmor.com/store/label-storage/

